ISKO ARKO: Annual Review of Knowledge Organization
Zoom call May 31 / June 1, 2023

Agenda

1. Introductions (all)
2. Draft timeline (Jonathan)
3. Geographic coverage and editorial assignments (Jonathan)
4. Any other business (all)

Project goal

The goal of the ARKO project is to produce and publish an annual review of the global literature in the field of knowledge organization, broadly defined. The review will be made up of sections focusing on specific national/regional literatures written by local experts, and edited and compiled by an international board of co-editors working with two co-editors-in-chief. The review will be submitted for publication in English in Knowledge Organization, and for publication in Mandarin in a journal TBD.

Personnel

Co-editors-in-chief:
Jonathan Furner (University of California, Los Angeles)
Junzhi Jia (Renmin University of China, Beijing)

Co-editors and members of the editorial board:
Shujin Cao (Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou)
Wei Fan (Sichuan University, Chengdu)
Tianji Jiang (University of California, Los Angeles)
Greg Leazer (University of California, Los Angeles)
Liza Mardoyan (University of California, Los Angeles)
Rob Montoya (University of California, Los Angeles)
Sean Pessin (University of California, Los Angeles)
Carlin Soos (University of California, Los Angeles)

Draft timeline

2023 June
- establish editorial board
- assign editors to nations/regions

2023 July–December
- develop call for national/regional reviewers for ARKO 2023
- appoint national/regional reviewers
- identify national/regional sources
- apply for grant for Mandarin/English translation
- revise and test Dahlberg’s CSKOL (Classification System for Knowledge Organization Literature)

2024 January–March
- reviewers write and submit national/regional reviews

2024 April–June
- editors edit and synthesize national/regional reviews

2024 July
- translate between Mandarin and English

2024 August
- submit English version to Knowledge Organization and Mandarin version to (TBD)

2024 September–November
- issue call for national/regional reviewers for ARKO 2024
- appoint national/regional reviewers

2024 December
- publication of ARKO 2023

Geographic coverage and editorial assignments

Current ISKO chapters (https://www.isko.org/chapters.html):
Brazil -- Rob
Canada + United States -- Greg
China -- Junzhi, Shujin, Wei
France -- Jonathan, Greg
Germany + Austria + Switzerland -- Jonathan
India -- Wei
Iran
Italy -- Greg
Low Countries -- Jonathan
Maghreb
Poland -- Carlin
Singapore -- Tianji
Spain + Portugal -- Rob
United Kingdom -- Jonathan
West Africa -- Jonathan
Current ISKO contacts (https://www.isko.org/chapters.html):
Australia -- Greg
Hungary -- Carlin
Georgia -- Liza
Northern Europe -- Jonathan
Russia -- Carlin
Slovakia

Current gaps in ISKO chapter/contact coverage:
East Africa -- Jonathan
Indonesia
Japan -- Tianji, Wei
Mexico -- Rob
South Africa
South America -- Rob
South Korea -- Tianji, Wei
etc.